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Chapter 131 
Maia 
I try to calm myself to stay in control of my powers. 
I have to save Damon. 
Vivian runs towards me. 
‘Come, Maia, I know you are in distress about the 
situation. Let us gather our thoughts, and we can put 
together a plan to 
save Damon,’ 
Before we can even devise a plan, the warriors are 
shouting. 
‘Arm yourselves, prepare yourselves for war!’ 
I quickly run out of the hut. 
‘What is going on?’ I ask the closest pack warrior. 
We are going into the forest now for battle. King Fenris 
has already entered with his army. 
Vivian and I gasp and run to find Troy. He is with the 
children hugging them. 
‘Zayden, you are to stay here and look after your twin 
sisters. If we don’t return or win this war, I need you to 
leave and 
flee to Moon Crest Castle, where Eric will look after you 
all.’ 
Ella and Grace cry and run to Vivian. 



‘It will be ok, girls. Zayden will protect you, stay close to 
him and behave like the little ladies I know you are,’ 
Vivian cries 
and hugs her daughters and turns to hug Zayden as 
she did Ella and Grace. 
Ella and Grace sob and follow Zayden. 
‘Maia, the war is about to begin. The army is waiting for 
your order to march forward into battle,’ Troy says. 
Inod and run ahead. I am now in front of the army of 
warriots. They wait for my command. 
“My people,’ I yell. 
They all immediately kneel. 
‘As your Luna and Queen, I stand here today to fight by 
your side, free our Alpha and our King, and free 
everyone from 
the wrath of King Fenris! 
The warriors and villagers all cheer and roar. They 
begin to thump their chests with their fists in a beat of 
war. 
It’s the same beat I heard in the dream I had. 
I turn and start running towards the forest. I raise my 
right arm and create a ball of flame. 
‘Charge!’ I yell. 
They run into the forest following my lead, still beating 
their chests in rhythm. 
We are in the forest, and I can see the army of soldiers 
charging toward us. The wolf warriors shift into their 
wolves. They 



ate huge, at least three to four times the size of a 
regular wolf. They lunge at the soldiers, some yelp in 
pain as Spears 
and swords of silver pierce their flesh. The heads of 
soldiers fly through the air after the werewolves rip their 
heads off. 1 
throw balls of flame at the soldiers. One wolf has six 
soldiers on him. I quickly repel them back with the 
wind and make a wall of flame appear in front of them. 
The wolf gives me a nod of thanks and continues to kill 
other 
soldiers. 
There are too many soldiers. We are outnumbered. I 
place my hands on the ground causing a large vibration 
to shake the 
ground beneath the soldiers racing toward us. They 
lose their balance and topple over each other. The 
wolves use this 
moment to strike and lunge at them, tearing their limbs 
pff. Tears roll down my face as I look around to see 
many 
humans and werewolves are dead. Their bodies are 
scattered everywhere. There must be hundreds of dead 
already. and I 
know thousands more deaths will come. I need to find 
Damon, and I need to stop this war. I continue to use 
my powers. 



The soldiers fly back into the air. I stomp my foot and 
cause the ground to split open. Soldiers fall into the 
abyss. I keep 
moving around to avoid arrows flying through the air 
and the swords which swing in my direction. 
There is no sign of King Fenris or Damon. I continue 
making my way through the army of soldiers. There is 
blood 
spattered all over me. I am surrounded by the screams 
of agony and the silence of death. Everything begins to 
spin as my 
breathing becomes heavy. Closing my eyes, I take a 
deep breath and open them again. I hear a familiar 
voice yell. It 
sounds like Hugo.. 
Running, I follow his yells as I fight through the soldiers. 
I now see Hugo. He looks pretty messed up. His hands 
are tied 
up. Soldiers are kicking him and throwing punches at 
him. A soldier swings his sword down. Hugo rolls just in 
time and 
avoids the blade’s strike, and he kicks the soldier in the 
groin the same way I did that day we fought each other 
at the 
training fields. 
‘Hugo,’l yell as I run towards him and throw flames at 
the soldiers. 



I circle a soldier in a sphere of wind that lifts him off the 
ground, the soldier panics and drops his sword. With 
his wrists 
still bound in front, Hugo picks the sword up. 
Hugo and I are back-to-back and lean up against each 
other Hundreds of soldiers surround us. I gently place 
the soldier 
engulfed in the sphere of air gently onto the ground. 
The soldiers have familiar faces. They seem conflicted 
and hesitant. The weapons they hold shake in their 
hands. 
You are my friends, my people. I don’t want to harm 
you,’ I yell. 
They all look at each other nervously. 
This is not the answer. Bow to me, pledge your 
allegiance to me. Have me rule as your Queen in place 
of King Fenris. All 
he has given you is death, war and hunger! His ways 
are cruel, and I can see it in all of your eyes that you 
don’t want this. 
Accept me as your Queen, and let’s end this war!’ I yell. 
The soldiers all begin to drop their weapons and bow. I 
let out a heavy sigh of relief as more follow, unarming 
themselves 
and bowing. 
‘Long live the Queen, Long live the Queen!’ They 
shout. My pack warriors’ approach closer to the 
soldiers and now chant 
in unison. ‘Long live the Queen! 



I gesture for a warrior to free Hugo’s wrists. I cup 
Hugo’s face. 
‘Hugo, where’s Damon?’ | ask. 
‘I don’t know, kitten. King Fenris had separated us and 
told the soldiers to kill me,’ 
Everyone has stopped fighting. There are injured and 
dead everywhere. It’s a gruesome scene. Everyone 
looks around in 
sadness, and some begin to yell and cry when they find 
their brothers, fathers or friends amongst the dead, 
Vivian is 
tending to as many injured as she can. 
Where is King Fenris?’ | shout in anger. 
My love,’ he yells out 
1. turn to see King Fenris. He has Caimon in silver 
cuffs. He is covered in bruises and wounds. 
‘tel Damon go.’ 1 command 
King Fenris laughs, grabs Damon by the hair, and 
swiftly holds a silver knife against his throat. 
‘No! I scream. 
I beg you, please don’t hurt him,’ I yell as I fall to my 
knees in distress. 
The soldiers and the warriors face King Fenris as they 
wait for my orders. 
You bunch of fools,’ He yells to the soldiers. 
You choose this weak, foolish girl as your Queen?’ He 
yells. 
Troy steps forward. 



This girl is our Luna and Alpha King Damon’s mate. We 
have also discovered that the castle and lands you rule 
are 
rightfully Maia’s. The castle belonged to her parents, 
King Pyrus and Queen Lydia until your family 
wrongfully claimed it 
after wiping all the species out. Not only is she the 
legitimate heir to the throne she is the strongest and 
bravest girl 1 
have ever met. She is far braver and wiser a ruler than 
you ever could be, Fenris!’ Troy spat. 
King Fenris glares at Troy and stabs Damon in the 
abdomen. 
‘No,’I scream 
King Fenris holds the knife back to Damon’s throat. 
Damon is trying to put pressure on his wound. 

The Alpha’s Mate Who Cried Wolf updated its latest 
chapter Chapter 131 on . At The Alpha’s Mate Who 
Cried Wolf Chapter 131, the male and female leads 
are still at their peak. The series The Alpha’s Mate 
Who Cried Wolf Jazz 
Ford Chapter 131 is a very good novel series, 
attracting readers. In particular, Chapter 131 gave 
readers thrilling details. 
What content will author Jazz Ford bring us at 
Chapter 131. Follow The Alpha’s Mate Who Cried 
Wolf Chapter 131 right at 
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Maia 
My body trembles. 
I can’t lose Damon. I can’t let King Fenris kill him! 
Flame begins to erupt from the ground beneath my 
feet, and everyone steps back in fear. The ground 
shakes vigorously 
as the harsh wind blows dust, debris and leaves 
around. The sound of thunder roars in the sky, and 
lightning whips 
through the clouds. My breathing becomes heavy, and 
the elements become stronger and more ferocious with 
each 
passing moment.. 
I’m now engulfed in a ball of flame, wind, water and 
debris, and it’s only growing bigger. 



I try to calm my emotions to tame my powers, but I 
have lost all control of the elements. I know everyone 
here is now in 
danger of being killed. 
‘Run,’ I yell to the warriors and soldiers. 
‘What is she doing?’ King Fenris yells as he steps back, 
still holding the knife to Damon’s throat. 
‘Everyone needs to move now, or you will be killed. I 
think she is losing control of her powers,’ Hugo shouts 
to everyone. 
Hugo helps an injured soldier up and flees the area. 
The other soldiers, warriors and villagers follow Hugo’s 
lead and help 
the wounded away to safety. 
The ground continues to shake, which causes 
everyone to lose their balance. The wind is so strong 
some are lifted into 
the air. They desperately hold on to the trees. A fire has 
begun to spread around us. 
You have to let me go, or we will all die, including 
you,’Damon yells. 
If I’m going to die, I will take you with me,’ King Fenris 
says as he presses the knife harder into Damon’s 
throat. 
‘Damon! I scream. 
An arrow whistles past my ear and hits King Fenris 
straight into his shoulder. He drops the silver knife and 
cries in pain as 



he pulls the arrow out. Hugo tackles King Fenris to the 
ground and begins to punch him repeatedly. Hugo 
reaches for the 
silver knife and plunges it into the chest of King Fenris. 
A brief moment goes by as his body becomes limp. 
King Fennis is 
dead. 
I still have no control of the elements, and everyone is 
trying to flee or hold on to anything with dear life. I cry, 
knowing 
they are being injured or killed by my powers. I am 
trapped inside my sphere of elements. 
I can’t get out, and I’m unable to stop it. 
‘Maia! 
Damon calls out my name. It’s hard to see anything 
past the debris and flames. 
‘Damon, is that you? Please tell me you are alright?’ I 
cry, 
I can see Damon. He is on the ground, slowly crawling 
towards me, fighting through the debris. 
My head is beginning to hurt, and everything is now 
blurry. I try to focus on Damon. 
The wind pushes him back, and he is still bleeding from 
the stab wound. Nevertheless, he uses all his strength 
to fight 
through all the elemonts and continues toward me. 
‘Damon,’ I yell as I reach my hand out to him. The 
debris is cutting into him, and the flame burns his skin, 
but he doesn’t 



stop. He can almost reach my hand. 
‘I don’t know how to stop this,’I say. 
Damon reaches his hand into the sphere of elements. I 
take his hand. He wraps his arms protectively around 
me and 
holds me tight. 
‘Maia, my beautiful, dear mate, I love you so much,’ he 
says. 
We affectionately cup each other’s faces in our hands 
and lovingly gaze into each other’s eyes. Then, finally, 
Damon 
smashes his lips on mine, and we kiss with intense 
passion and desire for each other. 
The sphere of elements grows bigger, and we separate 
for a moment and breath heavily. 
‘Damon? 
Yes, my Luna?’ He says. 
‘Before we die together, I want you to mark me,’ 
Damon smiles. His eyes change into his wolfs, and he 
begins to kiss and nuzzle my neck in the spot he is 
about to mark. I 
let out a moan in response. Damon growls with desire, 
and my body arches as his teeth sink into my neck. My 
body 
instantly feels like it is going to explode with lust. I can 
feel the adrenaline coursing through my veins. Damon 
withdraws 



his teeth. We breathe heavily in unison as the 
intoxicating feelings take over my body and connect our 
souls forever. I’m 
suddenly consumed by darkness. 
Alpha King Damon 
As soon as my teeth sink into Maia’s neck, marking 
her, the sphere of elements and debris slowly 
dissipates along with 
the tremors. The warriors, soldiers and villagers watch 
on in awe from a safe distance, then slowly approach, 
surrounding 
Maia and me. 
After being marked, Maia fainted in my arms, which 
most females normally do after being marked. It also 
stopped her 
powers from killing everyone. 
I now feel a warm fire running through my veins, and 
my heart is beating intensely. My inner wolf howls with 
joy and 
happiness at marking our mate. Our souls are now 
connected. We are now complete and as one. 
I stand up. Maia is asleep in my arms. The warriors and 
the soldiers are all on their knees, bowing down to Maia 
and 
me. 
‘Long live King Damon, long live Queen Maia,’ 
Everyone chants and cheers. 



Maia wakes from the cheers. I hold her up while she 
leans her head against my chest. Her arms are tight 
around my waist. 
We look at each other, smile, and then look back at the 
soldiers and warriors. Maia has tears running down her 
face with 
a look of gratitude to everyone. I take Maia to Vivian so 
she can rest while I order the warriors and soldiers to 
pile up the 
bodies of the dead and burn them. 
The dead have been burned, the injured have been 
tended to, and my wound is slowly healing. I ask for 
everyone’s 
attention 
‘My people of Moon Crest Valley and West Wallow. As 
of this day, our kingdoms have become one. There will 
be no more 
living in fear but in acceptance of each other. With me 
as your King and Alpha and Maia as your Queen and 
Luna, We will 
bring you happiness and live our lives free of war and 
hatred,’ 
Everyone cheers and applauds. Maia walks toward me 
with Vivian and Ember by her side. 
The ground starts to trernble. I run to Maia and hold her 
close. Everyone then stares at Mala. 
It’s not me this time,’ she says in contusion, 
Everyone loses their balance from the vibration of the 
ground and trees 



Countless trees begin to shake, and their trunks rip 
open. We all observe with excitement and intrigue as 
children climb 
out of the splintered trees. They are elemental sprites 
with eyes of many hues, including yellow, green, and 
pink 
Orc children with varying shades of green skin 
immediately giggle, play, and wrestle with one another. 
Cute little witches 
chase each other while waving their wands in the air 
The children halt, glance around, and cheerfully wave 
at one another before continuing to play tag together. 
The children 
pay no attention to the thousands of soldiers, warriors, 
and stunned villagers, who watch on, covered in dirt 
and blood 
from the recent battle. 
Maia and I look up at each other in disbelief. 
What are we going to do with all these children?’ I ask 
Maia, 
‘We will have to find them all families to live with, but in 
the meantime, how big is our castle?’ She asks with a 
nervous 
giggle. 
I look down at her big beautiful violet eyes. 
“Oh no, no, Maia, let’s think about this. There must be 
over a hundred children here? 
Do we have enough room in our castle until they are all 
adopted?’ She asks. 



The castle has plenty of room, but…’I sigh. 
‘It’s settled then, and we can employ some nannies to 
help look after them until they are all adopted by loving 
families.’ 
Maia says happy with the plan. 
I smile and no, liking the idea of nannies to help. 

Read the novel series The Alpha’s Mate Who Cried 
Wolf Chapter 132 by author Jazz Ford and update 
the next chapters of 
this series here. At Chapter 132 of the novel The 
Alpha’s Mate Who Cried Wolf the details are pushed 
to the climax. Will 
the female lead's love for the male lead be 
reciprocated? Follow the The Alpha’s Mate Who 
Cried Wolf novel Chapter 132 
series here. 
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Chapter 133 
Maia 
I run towards all the children and tap a little orc boy on 
the shoulder. 
Tag, you’re it,’ giggle and runoff. 
He chases me, laughing. 
‘I’m going to get you,’ he yells. 
Ember comes running up to me, leaps onto my chest, 
and knocks me to the ground. I playfully grab him and 
lift him into 
the air above me. 
‘Ember, I think everything is going to be okay now,’I 
smile. 
Sparkles begin to swirl around Ember. He is suddenly 
too heavy to hold. Different colour swirls engulf him, 
then two arms 
appear, then two legs and long red hair. Ember falls flat 
onto me as my arms can’t hold his weight anymore. 
Our 
foreheads bump together on impact. 
The girl before me is very pretty and around my age 
with beautiful long hair like mine, but in a lovely shade 
of red. Her 
skin is fair, with cute freckles across her nose and 
cheeks. Her eyes are green, and she has a cute little 
nose. 
‘Maia! She yells in excitement and wraps her arms 
around me. 



‘Ember, is that you? I thought you were a boy this 
whole time?’ I say in shock. 
‘Yes, it’s me,’ Ember smiles. 
She grabs my face and playfully rubs her nose against 
my nose. I giggle and wrap my arms around her. 
‘Ember, I had no idea you were a… what are you, 
Ember?’ | ask. 
‘I’m a witch, Maia! I’m here because the last of the 
witches cast spells to save all these children, including 
you and me, 
over a thousand years ago! You broke the spell, Maia, 
you and Damon. We would only become free again 
once the world 
was rid of war and hatred,’ she explained. 
Ember is up close to my face sitting on my lap as if she 
were still a fox. 
Damon approaches and sits next to me. 
“Ember, please, tell us what happened and how all of 
this came about? 
Ember stands up and begins to tell us the story as loud 
as she can so as many children, soldiers, and warriors 
can hear 
the tale 
‘After many years of peaceful coexistence amongst all 
our species, the witches accidentally opened a portal to 
another 
world inhabited by people called humans. Although we 
resembled each other, humans lacked magical or 
shapeshifting 



abilities. 
Over time, the witches travelled in secret between 
realms, but some never returned to Mysteria. Witches 
had been 
Caught casting spells Out of fear of becoming cursed, 
the humans bound and burnt them at the stake. 
The vampires, werowolver, loe and mages were 
amongst those who eventually discovered the witches 
opening the portal 
intrigued and ounous, many entered the human world 
to live, where they began new packs, covens and nests 
for ther 
kind They know they could not show their abilities to 
the humans as they did not want the same late as the 
wilches the 
world was vust, giving them plenty of land and places 
to realde away from humans. 
” 
When travelling to human villages, they did not shift or 
use magic and found that they got along well with 
humans. Some 
became the best of friends and shared each other’s 
secrets, including the portal to Mysteria. The humans 
begged to be 
taken there, and the witches and werewolves agreed. 
The humans fell instantly in love with the land of 
Mysteria and chose to stay there. 



Orcs were one of the few species who refused to enter 
the human world, warning other species that allowing 
humans 
into Mysteria might prove to be a detrimental mistake. 
More humans and supernatural beings began to inhabit 
each other’s worlds. Mysteria was a peaceful world 
until half a 
century passed, and it descended into war. Humans 
desired more territory and a king and queen of their 
own. 
The supernaturals desired no more deaths in Mysteria, 
so they granted the humans additional land and chose 
a married 
couple, Asher and Merith, as King and Queen. 
Even though their requests were granted, they were 
fearful that the other rulers would turn against them, 
and so, after 
meticulous planning, a second war erupted. Humans 
hunted and slaughtered many elemental sprites, 
leaving their 
corpses on orc territory and blaming the orcs for the 
deaths 
After this massacre, King Pyrus and Queen Lydia, the 
rulers of the sprite kingdom, consulted the leaders of all 
realms for 
help. It was agreed that all realms would protect any 
remaining elemental sprites from the orcs. 



King Asher agreed to help protect the sprites and 
convinced the alpha king, the leaders of the other 
realms, and King 
Pyrus and Queen Lydia that the orcs needed to be 
eliminated before the orcs killed them all. 
The strongest of all species, the orcs managed to wipe 
out half of the realms throughout the war before being 
obliterated in reprisal for being accused of a crime they 
did not commit. 
The Midnight coven of witches believed the Orcs were 
innocent, but the realms would not listen to them. The 
Orcs 
entrusted the coven of witches with the safety of their 
young, hiding them in their Covenstead to save the 
species. 
In the aftermath of the war, every species was at its 
most vulnerable since every realm had suffered 
significant losses and 
many injuries needed time to heal. The humans took 
advantage of the opportune timing, knowing realms 
were ebbing at 
their lowest and attacked the realms, successfully 
wiping out the last of the mages, vampires, sprites, fae 
and orcs except 
for the few that managed to escape to the human world 
through the portal. 
Humans gathered witches and vampires in droves 
before burning them alive on stakes. They captured 
werewolves and 



locked them up with heavy chains of silver before 
torturing them to death. 
The werewolf realms realised too late that the humans, 
not the orcs, killed the sprites. With all the orcs dead 
and with a 
population much larger in number than the other 
species, werewolves were the next strongest species. 
The witches of the midnight coven, humans and 
werewolves were the last to remain in Mysteria. After 
the Midnight 
Coven used spells to hide as many children from 
different species as possible in the trees of the forest, a 
few managed to 
escape through the portal and lived out their days on 
earth, while the other two witches, Lou and Prunella, 
remained in 
Mysteria in hopes of finding more children to save 
before their demise at the hands of humans. 
Werewolf King, Alpha Dominic, and King Asher agreed 
to an indefinite truce. The humans knew the 
werewolves were 
much stronger in strength and number. They agreed to 
keep to themselves and avoid each other’s territory. 
The land was 
surveyed and reallotted to both rulers, precisely and 
identically halved. A large forest between the two 
halves became a 
no-man’s-land that neither party could lay claim to. 



King Asher ruled West Wallow, and Alpha Dominic 
ruled Moon Crest Valley. 
Over the years, knowledge of this great war and the 
existende of other supernatural creatures dissolved into 
fairy tales 
for children 
The last witches had past a spell that the Moon 
Goddess would free Mala into the world again at the 
perfect time where 
she would find her one true love and rolake what was 
rightfully hers. The spell also turned me into a fox to 
stay by Maia a 
side as her friend and help guide her over the years 
The rest of the children and myself would remain 
spellbound until Queen Maia and Alpha King Damon 
broke it by ending 
the last war and bringing peace between the humans 
and the werewolves,’ Ember says and smiles at me. 

Read the novel series The Alpha’s Mate Who Cried 
Wolf Chapter 133 by author Jazz Ford and update 
the next chapters of 
this series here. At Chapter 133 of the novel The 
Alpha’s Mate Who Cried Wolf the details are pushed 
to the climax. Will 
the female lead's love for the male lead be 
reciprocated? Follow the The Alpha’s Mate Who 
Cried Wolf novel Chapter 133 
series here. 
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Maia 
Damon stands up and faces everyone. 
“Let this be a lesson to us all, we must not fear each 
other, and we must embrace and accept each other’s 
differences. Do 
this, and we can live together in happiness,’ Everyone 
cheers. 
Hugo approaches. 
‘I hear you’re looking to hire a nanny?’ Hugo asks. 
Damon and I both look at each other and burst into 
laughter. 
‘Hugo, I think we have a position more suitable to your 
liking that needs filling at the castle?’ I say 
‘Oh, what position would that be?’ Hugo asks with keen 
interest. 



I’m looking for a knight, but he must be the best and 
most loyal knight I could ever ask for. So, what do you 
say, Sir 
Hugo?’ I smile at him. 
Sir Hugo looks at me with the greatest respect and 
kneels before me. 
‘It would bring me the utmost honour to serve you, my 
Queen Maia, and you Alpha King Damon if you would 
have me?’ 
Damon smiles and nods in approval. 
Hugo walks away proudly. 
The Orc children run up to Hugo and playfully begin to 
tackle him without any fear. He gives up, trying to push 
them 
away gently. There are too many of them. He begins to 
laugh as they continue to try and tackle him to the 
ground, but 
he is too large and strong, and they are too little. Troy 
and Vivian approach hand in hand, smiling. Grace, Ella 
and Zayden 
run towards the other children and play. 
Vivian, since Troy lives at the castle as Beta, you are 
welcome to come and live there together with your 
children. We will 
also need some teachers for all the little orcs, sprites, 
vampires, witches and fae. You would make a great 
teacher in 
etiquette and literature for them,’I smile. 



Thank you, Maia, I would love that,’ she returns the 
smile. 
Ember, will you also live with us at the castle?’ I ask 
her. Ember jumps up and down in excitement. 
‘Maia, you couldn’t stop me living with you at the castle 
even if you tried to,’ she laughs. 
I laugh too. Ember is probably right. I couldn’t stop her 
if I tried. 
I see Raven in the distance. I whistle to get her 
attention, and she comes trotting over to me, nudges 
my face and neighs. 
Damon takes my hand, and we gaze into each other’s 
eyes and kiss. 
? Maia, your mate, Luna and Queen, would like us to 
go back home to our castle in Moon Crest Valley,’ 
Damon tucks my long black hair behind my ear and 
smiles. 
‘I Damon, your mate, Alpha and King accept your 
proposal’ he smiles, 
He swiftly lifts me into his arms, kisses ine on the lips, 
and then helps me onto Raven. Damon sits behind me 
and wraps 
his arms around my body. He nuzzles and kisses niy 
mark. 
Hugo end the warriors and soldiers help the children 
into the wagons and follow behind us. We got up camp 
mach night 



as it’s a long way back to Moon Crest Castle Hugo tells 
the children stories around the campfire. He coatly 
entertainit 
the children. The little orcs admire his great strength 
and mimic his movements as they follow behind him. 
Mooncrest Castle is just as large as West Wallow 
Keep. It’s made from a light-colour stone, with towers at 
each corner. 
The Gates are large and brown with golden handles. 
The Gates open, and a young masculine man 
approaches us. Damon 
jumps down from Raven, runs towards the man, and 
almost topples him with a firm hug. They laugh and 
slap each other 
on the back. 
‘Maia, this is our Gamma, Eric,’ He says. 
Ryker helps me down from Raven, and I approach Eric. 
I’m happy to finally meet you,’I say. 
Eric kisses my hand. 
‘It’s the utmost honour and pleasure to meet you, my 
Queen and Luna. You must all be exhausted?’ He 
says. 
Yes, we are. You can organise the staff to cater a 
massive feast for tonight. We have a lot of little guests 
that will be 
arriving here at any moment. You will also arrange 
rooms for them until they are adopted.’ Damon says. 
Damon scoops me up and carries me into the castle, 
and he takes us straight to our chamber. 



I walk around our bedroom, admiring the decor and 
furnishings. 
‘It’s so beautiful, the castle that is,’ 
Wait until you see the rest of it,’ he says as he gives me 
a wink. 
Exhausted, we lay entangled in our bed, holding each 
other. Damon gazes into my violet eyes. 
“I love you, Maia, my Mate, Luna and Queen. I would 
do anything for you,’ he says, sweetly caressing my 
cheek. ‘I love 
you too, Damon. I’m so glad the Moon Goddess chose 
us to be together.’I smile and sweetly kiss him. 
And that’s the story of the alpha king and me,’ I say to 
my new friends Nina, Magnus and Alec, who arrived 
through the 
portal to Mysteria hours earlier. Nina, Alpha Magnus, 
and Vampire King, Alec applaud, and the rest of their 
friends clap 
along too. 
Book 5 Available Soon. 
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Nina 
‘That was such a beautiful story!’ I smile. 
‘It’s only been a year since then, Maia says, ‘The 
children were all adopted within a month, and since 
then, Ember and I 
have taught the children to cast spells and summon the 
elements. Eric teaches history. Sir Hugo teaches sword 
fighting. 
Vivian teaches etiquette and literature, to the orc’s 
dismay, Maia giggles, ‘All you can hear is them 
groaning during every 



lesson, but her classes are compulsory for all students 
to learn. Everyone is happy that Damon and I now rule 
the lands 
together and rule as one kingdom 
‘We are so honoured, Queen Maia, to be a part of 
Mysteria, I say. 
‘We must find somewhere for you all to settle. We lost 
so many warriors from Wolfwell. That village is like a 
ghost town 
now. Perhaps there might be a good place to settle?’ 
Maia suggests, turning to Damon. 
‘That might work nicely for them, he agrees. 
‘What’s that place over there?’ Alec asks. 
Everyone looks to the large island he points to across 
the ocean in the distance. 
‘That’s Emerald Island, no one lives there, but there are 
no huts or lodges to live In, Maia tells him. 
‘Maybe I can move my castle to there? It’s always night 
in the realm of shadows and never day. It wouldn’t be 
suitable for 
my Queen to live in that realm, he says, smiling at me. I 
blush. 
‘The Realm of Shadows?’ Eric, intrigued, says and 
steps closer. 
‘Yes, I’m the vampire king and would prefer to live in 
my castle with my blood Name, and I suppose now 
pack members 
to live in 



‘If you would all prefer to live on Emerald Island, that 
would be fine. We had ships built during the last war, 
for if King 
Fenris was to win the war, the last of us could escape. 
You can use the ships to sail between lands so we can 
see each 
other often. It’s only a couple of hours of sailing to get 
to and from Moon Crest and Emerald Island, Maia 
beams. 
I turn to face my parents, Astrid, Ryker, Josie, May, and 
all my loved ones. ‘Mysteria is your home too. I feel it’s 
only right 
that you decide whether to come with Magnus, Alec 
and me to Emerald Island or choose to stay in 
Wolfwell?’ Magnus 
nods and holds my hand. 
“I agree. This is a new world and a new beginning for 
all of us. Make your decision.’ 
The vampires Immediately bow and state they will 
follow and stay with their King Alec and me on Emerald 
Island to be at 
our service and protection 
Hall of the wolves in our pack decide to stay in 
Wolfwell. Flint and Josie step forward and approach 
Magnus, ‘I’m not sure 
what decision to make, Flint frowns. 
‘Then let me make it for you.’ Magnus smiles. 
Flint nods, 



Sinch half the pack is staying in Wollwell, they will need 
an Alpha. So you will be their alpha, Flint, Magnus 
says, placing 
hand on Flint’e shoulder 
Joste squeals with delighi and jumps up and dowo, 
Flint you’re going to be alphal’ She says 
Ryker and Astrid smile and nod at each other. ‘If that’s 
the case, perhaps your mother and I will stay in 
Woltwell too? 
With half the pack and the vampires going with you, 
you will have plenty of protection to keep safe, and we 
will visit 
each other frequently, Ryker says. 
Magnus pulls his parents in for a hug. It’s endearing to 
watch. Alec walks up behind me, scoops his hands 
around my 
waist, pulls my back to his chest, and holds me. I place 
my hands over his and tilt my head to smile. 
Kadva and the coven are still speaking to one another 
about the options, then they nod their heads in 
agreeance with 
their decisions and approach us. 
Magnus is now back at my side, not minding that I’m 
being held in Alec’s arms. 
Kadva clears his throat, ‘We have decided we want to 
stay with you on Emerald Island.’ He smiles. Yiselda, 
Fern, Ria, Lilac, 



Ela and May, with their familiars on their shoulders, nod 
and smile. I unravel myself from Alec’s arms and hug 
them all in 
excitement. 
Pipsqueak and Zak decide to not settle just yet but 
want to travel and explore each town together. 
‘Then it is done, you have all made up your mind then?’ 
Maia says. 
Everyone nods. ‘We will lead you to Wolfwell which is 
not far from here, 
‘I’m sorry we interrupted the jousting tournament,’ I 
frown. 
‘Don’t be Nina, we can reschedule for another day, 
Maia smiles reassuringly. 
All the werewolves shift into wolf form except for me, 
instead I ride upon Magnus’s back while Maia rides 
upon Damon’s 
as she is an elemental sprite and can’t shift. I fill Maia 
in along the way of growing up in Shadow Crest and 
my history 
with Magnus and Alec and how we came to arrive here 
in Mysteria in detail. We arrive between two mountains 
in a valley 
where there are dozens of cottages, small fenced off 
paddocks and lots of trees. 
Damon and all the werewolves shift back into human 
form. If you ever climb that mountain, you will have the 
most 
stunning view of the ocean, he says. 



Ryker turns to Astrid, ‘We should go see it tonight, what 
do you think?’ he says. 
‘I would like that, she beams clasping her hands 
together, 
A few families that live in Wolfwell come out from their 
houses to greet their Queen, Maia and their King, 
Damon. 
‘What is the special occasion that brings royalty to our 
village?’ A woman smiles and bows. 
‘Nadin, we have all these people that fled the human 
world, returning to their roots here in Mysteria. They 
need 
somewhere to live and with so many empty cottages 
here, we thought this would be ideal for them. Although 
half of 
them will be going to go to Emerald Island and reside 
there,’ Maia explains. 
There are two little orc children by Nadia’s side, both 
with tiny tusks protruding out from under their top lip, 
they wear 
nothing but a long brown cloth that wrap around their 
waists and brown sandals that lace up past their shins. 
Another 
child approaches and shyly stands by Nadia’s side she 
has dark violet hair and light pink eyes and wears a 
simple purple 
dress. The children are incredibly adorable. 



Nice to meet you all, Nadia curtsioa, ‘These are my 
children Krug and Boomer who are orcs and this is my 
other child 
Quinn she is a lae, Nadia smiles and beautiful 
transparent wings fold out and open from Quinn’s back, 
Everyone awes 
and merveis at her beautiful winga. Á man places his 
hand on Nadia’s shoulder. 
‘We adopted them after the war, he smiles. 
Two other laudies join them who also have children 
they adopted. There are two witches, another gro but 
female, two 
Talle spilles and three hitanan children the parents 
nalurally bared 
Fredpw me, and I will poiss out all the wply homes to 
choose from Nødia smiles. We all follow Nodin, and as 
the DO GUI 
wich Hans are vacant, they are instantly take y Flint 
and his pack members My parente choose the 
COSTAGE est to. Here 
one Rykos and Antrid chose il makes sense as they 
have always been the best of friends 
Only a few empty cottages are left when everyone 
staying in Wolfwell has chosen their home. Nadia and 
the other 
families are thrilled that their village will once again 
come to life and prosper now that it’s full of life again. 
She turns to the other families, ‘Perhaps we can start 
having markets again?’ She beams. 



Nadia shows everyone the empty crops and tells them 
they are welcome to grow food for themselves and sell 
and trade 
at future markets. ‘It’s only over an hour’s walk to the 
ocean if you prefer fishing, but seeing as you can shift 
into wolves, 
it wouldn’t take you long to get there, she laughs. 
Nadia skips along through the village to show them the 
well, ‘It’s seen better days, but it still works. You can 
collect 
drinking water from here. Perhaps now, with all these 
men around, they can help rebuild the well, she says 
and smiles at 
all the men. 
The stones that make up the well are beginning to 
crumble, and there are several major holes in the stone 
wall. The rope 
is deteriorating, and the pail is starting to rust.? 
‘We will be sure to help you restore this village, Flint 
says to Nadia. 
Nadia claps her hands with excitement and skips away 
with her children. 
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‘Nina, you and the rest of your pack members can 
return with us to Moon Crest Castle and stay the night. 
We will have a 
ship ready to take you to Emerald Island tomorrow, 
Maia says. 
‘Thank you, I say. 



Magnus and I hug Flint, Josie, Ryker, Astrid and my 
parents goodbye while Yiselda creates a star in a circle 
on the ground 
and places stones on each peak. 
‘When we reach Emerald Island, I will create another 
one there so that way, Maia, you can come to Wolfwell 
straight away 
without travelling across the sea by ship, Yiselda says. 
‘Thanks, Yiselda! | say, hugging her. — 
Reaper and Alec are conversing under a tree while I 
finish my goodbyes to everyone else. 
Magnus shifts, and instead of climbing onto his back, I 
shift as well. Maia, Damon, Sir Hugo and the rest of her 
people 
admire my black wolf with the white star on my 
forehead. Maia can’t help herself and gives me a 
cuddle and a pat. 
We follow Sir Hugo on his horse and Maia, who rides 
upon Damon’s back for a few hours until we reach 
Moon Crest 
Castle. 
The castle was built on high ground with clear views of 
the surrounding land. There are six?towers with 
battlements that 
connect with long thick stone walls. Ornate windows 
are scattered around the walls in symmetrical patterns. 
The 



portcullis opens, allowing us to enter inside the castle 
walls. There is a large fish pond with a fountain in the 
middle of the 
courtyard. Through an open stone doorway on the right 
are lush orchards and vineyards and a garden that 
supplies 
vegetables and herbs. Through the large open arched 
stone doorway, on the left is a well-kept garden with 
fragrant 
flowers and gorgeous trees. Many people walk through 
the courtyards carrying baskets of freshly baked bread, 
fruit, 
vegetables and herbs. Children laugh and run across 
the cobblestone paths trying to catch each other. It’s 
like a little 
village inside the castle walls with workshops, gardens, 
and stables. 
Next, we approach the grand stairs that lead into the 
castle itself. 
We follow Maia and Damon and enter inside. We 
enter?a magnificent hall with a large open space for 
people to dance in 
the centre and two mahogany tables for dining and 
socialising. The two tables are so long you could 
probably sit a 
hundred people at each. There is another table that 
faces the two long ones. It’s shorter and would only 
seat roughly 



twelve people. There are two thrones chairs at the 
smaller table where Damon and Maia would sit. On the 
opposite side 
of the hall is a massive fireplace. Five chandeliers with 
candles hang above the tables. The walls are 
decorated with purple 
and black banners and beautiful paintings in thick gold 
frames. 
We walk up a plethora of stairs and are shown the 
chambers we will be residing in for the night. The room 
Damon and I 
are 
given is very cozy. There are two armchairs facing the 
small fireplace and a large soft bed. Maia looks at Alec 
and frowns 
at me, confused. 
‘Don’t worry yourself with chambers for me. I don’t 
sleep, Alec says as if reading her mind. 
‘Oh! Okay then. I wondered how you three would work 
that part out, but if you never sleep, that makes things 
much 
easier, Maia giggles and blushes. ‘I look forward to you 
all joining us for dinner in the grand hall, she smiles 
before 
exiting the room. Reaper flies from Alec’s shoulder, 
rests on the stone window sill and stretches his wings. 
‘We will see you then, I nod. 



Maia leaves the room, and Alec sits in the armchair by 
the fireplace. I walk over to the window where Reaper 
is and look 
out at the beautiful view. But, as stunning as it is, I can’t 
help but feel depressed thinking that Shadow Crest is 
gone. The 
place that has always been my home. I let out a heavy 
sigh. 
‘What’s wrong, Nina?’ Alec and Magnus say at the 
same time. I turn and force a smile at them. 
‘It’s nothing either of you needs to worry about, I say. 
‘Nina, we are your mates. We know you’re not okay. 
Magnus says, placing his hand on my shoulder. 
Alec also now stands in front of me with a flash of 
speed. 
‘Magnus is right. I know we know that you have gone 
through a lot recently. You were kidnapped and held 
captive by the 
wolf council, and you witnessed your home, Shadow 
Crest, turn into a war field of death and destruction. We 
have left all 
we have known and come into the world of Mysteria for 
a new life and new beginning. Everything here is all 
new to us, to 
you. I’m sure you are feeling overwhelmed with 
sadness, worry and uncertainty. But, it’s okay to talk to 
us about it, about 
everything and anything, Alec says. 



Magnus folds his arms and nods in agreeance with 
Alec’s words. 
My heart warms at how much Magnus and Alec both 
truly care for me. 
‘You’re right. A lot has happened, and I’m saddened 
that we will never see Shadow Crest again. I’m 
heartbroken we lost 
many loved ones. I’m worried about what will happen 
now. I’m worried about what our future holds for us, I 
say, wiping a 
rogue tear from my cheek. 
Magnus pulls me into his chest and strokes his fingers 
through my hair to comfort me as I cry. I can feel the 
warm sparks 
from Alec’s hand rubbing my back. 
‘We are here together. No matter what happens, good 
or bad, we will conquer it together, Nina, Magnus 
reassures me. 
There is a knock at the door. Alec opens it to find Sir 
Hugo holding folded clothes. 
‘Queen Maia thought you might appreciate some fresh 
clothes.’ Alec takes the clothes. 
‘Thank you, Sir Hugo, I say over Alec’s shoulder. 
‘You’re welcome he mumbles and walks away. 
Alec places the clothes on the bed. I pick up a padded 
cream shirt, a pair of brown trousers, a chainmail shirt 
and a brown 
leather armoured vest and belt. 
‘These must be for you, I say to Magnus. 



He takes them from my hands and nods in approval. 
Next, I pick up a black linen tunic with silver embroidery 
along the collar with a pair of black trousers and a 
matching 
long gambeson coat lined with matching silver 
embroidery. As I hand them to Alec, I spot a leather 
baldric that falls from 
the pile of clothes. I pick it up and pass it to Alec. 
‘These are very fine clothing, Alec says. 
“How do I look?’ Magnus asks. I turn around to see he 
has already changed into his new clothes. ‘I’m getting 
some Robin 
Hood vibes from you, I giggle. Magnus approaches with 
a grin and links his arm with mine. 
‘Well then, perhaps we shall go on a date to steal from 
the rich and give to the poor then?’ 
Alec rolls his eyes at Magnus, but I can’t help but 
continue to laugh into hysterics, Alec and Magnus smile 
at me. 
I’ve never heard you laugh like that before, Alec smiles, 
‘It’s nice to hear it, he says. 
‘Hopefully, with our new lives here in Mysteria, it is 
something we will hear from frequently, Magnus grins. 
Composing myself after my fit of laughter, I hold the 
beautiful emerald blue dress against my body. It has 
stunning gold 
embroidery along the neckline that meets in the middle 
and continues halfway down the dress. The embroidery 



continues around the hem of the dress. The back laces 
up, and the dress has a built-in corset under the soft 
fabric. 
Til send May in to help you lace up the dress, Magnus 
says and leaves the room. Alec follows him out. I begin 
undressing 
and step into the dress and pull my arms through. May 
knocks and enters. She wears a dress like mine but 
burgundy, 
‘Wow, May, you look so pretty, I say, 
She pulls the laces and does them up nice and fir for 
me. I spin around. 
“And you look just as pretty, May smiles. 
May begins brushing my hair and puts it into a long 
thick French braid. 
‘Thank you, May, I beam. 
‘Anytime, she smiles. 
She leaves the room, and Alec returns in his new attire. 
My breath hitches as I take him in. 
‘I must say it’s like those clothes were made just for 
you. You look incredibly handsome, Alec 
‘Do I not remind you of Robin Hood?’ He raises an 
eyebrow in question. 
‘No, you look like a… King!’ I respond,? 
‘On the contrary, I am a king, and you, I should add 
how elegant you look, as befits a Queen.’ He winks, 
making me feel 
giddy. 
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Alec links his arm through mine, and we leave the 
room. As we reach the large set of stairs, he lifts me, 
and with a flash, 
we appear at the bottom of the staircase. 
‘Figured it would save us an hour walking down those 
steps.’ He shrugs. I laugh as he lowers me onto my 
feet. 
We enter the hall, holding hands. Everyone is already 
in here, including Magnus, who stands by the fire 
holding two 
goblets of wine. He passes one to me and places a kiss 
on my cheek. 
‘You look like a goddess, Magnus smiles. 
‘Thank you,’ I reply and sip the wine. 
Musicians are playing the flute and the gittern with two 
ladies who dance gracefully along to the music. 
Reaper perches himself on the chandelier above King 
Damon and Queen Maia, who sit in their chairs at the 
smaller table. 
Maia catches my attention and waves us over. 
‘You must sit at the table here with us,’ Maia says. She 
looks Alec and Magnus up and down, ‘My, my, do your 
men scrub 
up nicely, she giggles. 
Thank you so much for the clothing. They are incredibly 
elegant,’ I reply and take my seat. Alec and Magnus sit 
on either 
side of me. Fern, Ela, Ria and Lilac join in the dancing 
and drag Kadva along. 



Yiselda and May approach and bow. Sabre, May’s 
Fennec fox, sits between May’s feet. 
‘Good evening,’ Yiselda says to all of us. 
‘Please, pour yourselves a drink and join us,’ Maia 
says. 
A huge feast is spread out along all the tables. Trays of 
roasted meat and vegetables, platters of bread and 
cheeses, and 
bowls of berries and grapes fill the tables. Sir Hugo, 
Eric and Troy join us and fill their plates. I swear Sir 
Hugo already had 
a whole jug of wine to himself. I smirk as he refills his 
goblet. The hall is filled with laughter, chatter and 
music. I feel 
something run across my feet, so I discreetly look 
under to see Nibbler eating the remnants of food that 
have fallen onto 
the floor. She lets out a strange sound like a hiccup and 
turns into a small turtle, then hiccups again, 
transforming into a 
ferret. I giggle as I watch her run to Yiselda’s feet and 
climb her leg. Now sitting back up again, I see she has 
made herself 
comfortable on the back of Yiselda’s chair. She hiccups 
again and turns into a seal causing the chair to fall back 
with 
Yiselda. I cover my mouth to hold my laugh. Nibbler 
claps her flippers together and makes short bark that 
sounds like it’s 



laughing at Yiselda. 
Yiselda, with the help of May, gets herself up off the 
floor and pulls her wand out. Nibbler scoots away 
quickly as Yiselda 
angrily chases her, but to her luck, she hiccups again 
and turns back into her mouse form, making it hard to 
catch. 
May I have this dance?’ Magnus asks with his hand 
reached out. I take his hand and nod. He pulls me 
close up against his 
body, and we waltz. 
‘It’s been such a wonderful night, don’t you think?’ I 
say, 
“Yes, it’s been one to remember, that’s for sure,’ he 
smiles, ‘Are you looking forward to boarding the ship 
and going to 
Emerald Island tomorrow?’ 
Other couples that have joined the dance floor 
accidentally bump into us. With so many people now 
dancing, Magnus 
leads me outside into the garden, 
‘If I was to be honest, I’m partly nervous but also 
excited about Emerald Island: 
Magnus finds a stone bench, sits down, and pulls me 
onto his lap. He discreetly plucks a flower from behind 
us and 
presents it to me. I accept the daisy and take in the 
subtle sweet smell. Magnus takes the daisy and places 
it behind my 



car. 
I’m nervous and excited too,’ he says. 
“Really?’ 
‘Yes, but as long as I am with you, I know we will be 
fine.’ He reassures me. My hands gently squeeze his 
tighter, and we 
silently watch the moon for a while. 
Alec approaches, ‘Nina, will you dance with me?’ He 
says. 
And here I thought you were coming to ask me for a 
dance,’ Magnus smirks. 
‘In your dreams, Alec says. 
‘We should have another dance, Magnus says to me. 
‘It’s my turn. You already had a dance with her!’ Alec 
snarls. 
‘Well, I want another dance 
‘Get in line then, 
They glare at each other, growling and snarling. I roll 
my eyes and stand between them, ‘Gentlemen, I will 
dance with you 
now, Alec, then I will dance with Magnus,’ I say. 
They both gaze at me and instantly relax. 
‘Okay?’ I say, 
‘Okay,’ they say and nod. 
Alec and I dance throughout the hall. He smiles 
endearingly at me, but I can’t help but feel something is 
wrong. 
‘Is everything okay?’ I ask Alec. 
‘Mhmm,’ he mumbles, not giving me a proper answer. 



We finish the dance, and he kisses my hand, ‘You go 
and find Magnus and give him his dance,’ he says. 
Oh, okay, are you sure you’re okay?’ I say, his 
forehead is sweating, and he is looking more off-colour 
than usual. He nods 
and walks away, leaving the hall. Instead of finding 
Magnus, I follow Alec, but I lose sight of him. 
‘Reaper, can you fly ahead and find Alec? I think there 
is something wrong,’ I mind-link. 
Reaper launches from the chandelier and flies out into 
the garden. I can’t see Alec anywhere. 
“This way, Reaper says. I see him flying in the distance 
to the right. I race towards him and find Alec on his 
knees, pulling 
at his hair, fighting himself. 
‘Alec? I whisper 
He jerks his head back and looks at me in surprise. He 
has taken on the wild appearance when deprived of 
blood.? 
‘Alec, You said that you had been living off the blood of 
deer. I don’t understand why you are like this?’ 
Alec struggles to speak, ‘Not working, he manages to 
say. 
‘If drinking animal blood isn’t enough to sustain you, 
then what is?’ | ask. 
His eyes briefly gaze at my neck. 
‘You have to have my blood, don’t you?’ Alec gives me 
a look of worry. ‘You know you can’ 
“No!’ He says, ‘Worried, I won’t stop.’ 



Reaper mind-links me. 
‘Luna, vampires can only drink from their blood flames 
once mated. Any other blood is equivalent to starving 
themselves. 
He hasn’t been able to stop thinking of drinking your 
blood, the taste and the adrenalin it gave him since the 
moment he 
first tasted you. He is afraid of harming you and may kill 
you if he cannot control himself while drinking from you. 
It has 
happened with many blood flames before, where half of 
them have died, drained of blood, 
Reaper’s words send a shiver down my spine, but I 
love Alec too much for him to starve himself. 
‘Alec, look at me,’ I say, gripping his face in my hands, 
‘You can’t control yourself as it is unless you have my 
blood 
anyway. I will stop you from taking too much, okay?’ 
Alec gives me another worried look but nods hesitantly. 
I can see he is in pain as he holds his head again. A 
moment 
later, his face draws closer to my neck. His hands wrap 
around my waist, and he pulls me in against his body 
as his fangs 
sink into my neck. A minute goes by, and I feel faint, 
but Alec isn’t slowing down. My hand reaches into my 
pocket, and I 



pull out my wand, ‘Repeliate,’ I-say, an invisible force 
repels him back into the air, and he lands a dozen 
metres away. He 
sits up in a panic and wipes the blood dribbling down 
his chin. 
Nina! Are you okay? I’m so sorry,’ he says, and with 
great speed, he appears right in front of me. I sway a 
little. 
‘It’s okay. You couldn’t help it,’ I say, falling to the side. 
He catches me and discreetly carries me upstairs to my 
chambers. 
I’m placed gently on the bed. Alec then fills a cup with 
water and helps me sit up and drink. 
‘Thank you,’ I say 
‘You shouldn’t thank me, Nina. I didn’t want this to 
happen,’ he frowns. 
‘I know, Alec, but you should have told me that mating 
only then allows you to drink my blood. If you drink a 
certain 
amount each day, perhaps it will be easier to control, 
rather than starving and making a glutton of yourself?’ I 
joke, but 
he doesn’t laugh. Instead, he kneels by the bed and 
clasps my hands in his. 
“Why are you so forgiving? I could have killed you. Why 
have been blessed with the most loving soul as my 
blood flame?’ 
He asks, ‘Sometimes, I think I don’t deserve you, 



Alec, sometimes I think I don’t deserve you, but I 
wouldn’t have it any other way. I love you, Alec,’ I 
smile, 
His face lights up, and he kisses me passionately as 
Magnus walks into the room. 
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Chapter 138 
‘I was looking for you everywhere, hoping for my other 
dance, Magnus says, leaning against the doorway. 
‘Sorry, Magnus. It’s been a big day, and I think I’m 
going to retire for the night, 
‘Great, bedtime it is,’ he smiles, unstraps his leather 
armour vest, and tosses it onto the armchair by the 
fireplace. He then 
begins to remove his belt. 
‘At the very least, wait until I leave the room, Alec 
growls. ‘I don’t want to see you disrobe,’ he says, 
disgusted.? 
‘Then don’t let the door hit you on your way out,’ 
Magnus replies as Alec storms out the room. 
Left in nothing but a long tunic, Magnus climbs into 
bed, pulls me into his chest, and falls asleep. 
Reaper squawks and caws perched on the stone 
window sill. Magnus throws his straw-stuffed pillow, 
hitting Reaper. He 
falls out the window to avoid being struck by the pillow 
flying toward him. I sit up to see a few black feathers 
floating in 
the air and hear the fluttering of wings outside the 
window. Reaper flies back up onto the sill, displeased. 
‘Don’t look at me like that, Reaper. I’ve already told you 
to stop behaving like a rooster. Be glad I didn’t also 
throw my 
pillow at you,’ I tell him. 



Magnus puts his trousers and brown leather armour 
vest on while I skip out the door to find Alec in a dark 
passageway 
staring out the window. 
‘Good morning, Alec,’ I smile. 
He kisses me tenderly, ‘Are you feeling better after your 
sleep? Do you feel recovered enough to travel to 
Emerald Island 
today, or we could stay another night here if you 
haven’t regained your strength?’ 
‘Why would Nina need to regain her strength?’ Magnus 
asks, approaching us with a look of confusion. 
Alec briefly steels himself but then tries to hide his 
discomfort. He ignores Magnus and keeps his eyes on 
me. 
Magnus is also my mate. It’s only fair he knows what 
happened last night. It wouldn’t be right if I kept that 
from him. 
‘Alec didn’t want to do it, but I told him too. He was 
losing his senses, becoming feral, even though he had 
been drinking 
blood from deer. It turns out that once a blood flame 
has mated, the mate then also becomes the vampires’ 
source of 
food. Alec struggled to control himself and drank a little 
more than he should have, making me feel faint. I was 
able to 



repel him off of me when I knew he had taken too 
much. I slept well and feel fine now, so it’s no big deal, I 
say. 
Magnus’s jaw shifts as he clenches his teeth and fists 
together. His eyes turn black, and he scowls at Alec. 
‘It was a mistake. I did not mean to- ‘before Alec could 
finish his sentence, Magnus lunges at him, and they 
break into a 
fight. I sigh and cross my arms at them as they tumble 
down the stairs choking each other. I ‘skedaddle dash’ 
passed 
them nonchalantly as Fern, Lilac, May, Ria, and Ela 
poke their heads into the foyer from the dining room to 
see what the 
commotion is about, 
‘I didn’t mean to harm her, Alec yells, rolling onto 
Magnus. 
“You could have killed her!’ Magnus yells, rolling over, 
now on top of Alec, as he throws a punch. 
‘But, I didn’t, and she is okay now, Alec says, throwing 
punches back at Magnus. 
“Only because she had to use a spell to stop you!’ 
Magnus yells after a few more punches. 
They fight for a few more minutes with the odd bruise, 
split lip and ruffled clothing and now a bigger audience 
with Maia, 
Damon, Yiselda and Kadva now watching on with 
worry. Finally, they lay still on the floor, exhausted and 
panting. I step 



closer to them with arms crossed and tap my feet. They 
both turn their heads to look at me. 
‘I hope you two are pleased with yourselves? Do either 
of you feel better now?’ They shake their heads no, 
‘Has fighting 
fixed the problem?’ | ask. They shake their heads no 
with guilt again. ‘Next time you both decide to get into a 
fist fight 
with each other, at least have the courtesy to do it 
outside away from everyone,’ They both stand but keep 
their heads 
down, unable to look me in the eye. 
‘Apologise to Queen Maia and King Damon for your 
behaviour and fix your ruffled clothes, so you at least 
look somewhat 
presentable, unlike your bruised and bloodied faces,’ I 
chastise them. 
Running their fingers through their messy hair and 
tugging at their clothes to straighten them out, they 
both apologise, 
‘Sincere apologies Queen Maia, and to you, King 
Damon, for our behaviour,’ Alec says. 
I’m sorry too, Magnus says with a huff and crosses his 
arms, sending a glare to Alec. 
‘Great! Breakfast time, I beam as if the fight never 
happened. 
Everyone gives each other weird looks and enters the 
dining room. 
We are served pancakes with syrup. 



“Lifto Levitatous, Ela says. 
A pancake from Fern’s plate rises and lands on Ela’s 
plate. She smiles and rubs her hands together in 
victory. 
‘Hey!’ Fern pouts. 
‘Spawniate,’ I say and watch my pancakes multiply. I 
slide a few pancakes onto Fern’s plate. 
‘Thank you, Luna,’ Fern says. 
‘You’re welcome,’ I reply. 
Ela’s toad jumps in the air and lands in the jug as I 
reach for the syrup. A splash of sticky syrup splashes 
out onto the 
table. 
‘Todd!’ | growl. 
‘Sorry, Ela says with a nervous laugh and reaches over 
the table and scoops him up. ‘So, who wants syrup?’ 
She laughs. 
holding the jug up with her other hand. 
Queen Maia bursts into laughter, and then we all end 
up laughing, even Alec and Magnus. 
‘If only breakfast was this interesting every morning, 
Maia says to Damon. He laughs and shakes his head. 
‘We will miss the entertainment, but I’m sure we will 
see each other frequently, Damon says. 
‘Most definitely, which reminds me. I need to make a 
star portal here so we can visit each other anytime 
without 
travelling across the water.’ I say, standing up. 



Maia follows me outside into the courtyard to find a 
good spot to place it. 
‘Perhaps here, behind the forge here? It’s a well-hidden 
spot with all these shrubs and trees here,’ Maia 
suggests. 
‘Perfect, I say, inspecting the area. 
Together, we collect five stones. I draw the circle and 
star, and we place the stones on each peak. 
‘There,’ I say, taking a step back, ‘All done, 
“How does it work?’ Maia asks. 
I smile, take her hand, step into the circle, and appear 
at Wolfwell with Maia. 
‘Are we in Wolfwell? Already?’ She squeals with shock. 
‘Yup! Let’s go and say hi while we are here?’ I suggest. 
‘Sure! Maia nods. 
We visit my parents first, have a drink of tea with them, 
and then visit Nadia. After that, Quinn, the little fae, 
takes me 
outside to show me the new flowers she planted. 
‘Did you know flowers listen when you talk to them?’ 
She says. 
‘Um, no, I didn’t know that, I smile. 
‘They love it when you talk to them. It makes them 
happy, she says, leaning over to smell one. 
‘Is that a fairy ability? Being able to talk to flowers?’ 
‘Anyone can talk to flowers, but only fairies know they 
listen. Krug and Boomer think it’s stupid to talk to 
flowers, 
‘Well, that’s their loss then,’ I say to her. 



She smiles brightly but then it changes to ‘a smirk. She 
grabs a small pouch from her pocket. ‘I want to give 
you 
something,’ she says. 
‘Oh, a gift for me? You don’t have to gift me anything, 
‘Oh, but I insist,’ she says, pouring sparkly gold specs 
from the pouch onto her hand. It reminds me of sand 
but finer and 
prettier as it glistens. Quinn blows the contents into my 
face, then runs off giggling and says, ‘Fairy dust! 
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The world as I usually see it now suddenly becomes 
distorted. Everything I stare at either grows in size or 
has warped. 
Colours on objects move, swirling around. I begin to 
giggle and chase after the colours. ‘Come back. You 
have to return 
to where you came from,’ I say, leaping into the air, 
attempting to grab the orange streak. 
I feel happier than usual and wave my arms around 
while trudging through the nearby vegetable garden. I 
spend a few 
minutes in awe, staring at the cherry tomatoes for 
absolutely no reason. I’m fascinated and intrigued by 
their shape and 
colour. ‘You are so cute,’ I say as a poke one and 
watch it wobble. But then, a horrible feeling consumes 
me. I can’t help 
but feel the cherry tomato is mad at me. I fall to the 
ground and hug my knees and begin rocking myself. 
I’m sorry, 
please don’t be mad at me. I didn’t mean to upset you,’ 
I sob. 



My surroundings suddenly feel dark. The colours 
floating around dissipate, and the tomato grows teeth 
and begins to 
snap toward me. I stand up, scream and run into the 
closest field to hide. Then, lying on my stomach, 1 part 
through the 
stalks of the corn and peek towards the vegetable 
garden. All seems to be normal again. 
I cautiously step out from the corn and approach 
Nadia’s cottage. I look at the flowers Quinn showed 
me, and they 
suddenly grow to my height and begin swaying. ‘I want 
to dance too,’ I say to them. I take hold of a leaf on 
each side of 
the flower stem and begin twirling around with it. I’m 
feeling energised and happy again. 
Continuing to sway and dance, I hear my name 
numerous times, ‘Luna? Nina?’ I stop dancing and see 
Nadia, Maia, Flint, 
Josie, Ryker, Astrid and my parents staring at me in 
shock and disbelief. 
‘What’s wrong with my daughter?’ My mother asks. 
‘She appears to be under the influence of something?’ 
My father says with worry. 
Nadia steels herself then looks around for someone, 
‘Quinn! You need to stop hiding and come out this 
instance, young 
fairy!’ 



There is a rustle in the nearby bushes, and Quinn steps 
out with guilt on her face. Nadia leans down and takes 
the pouch 
with the remaining fairy dust inside from Quinn’s 
pocket. 
‘What have I told you ing fairy dust? I told you to stop 
collecting it. What if Nina got hurt? She could have 
wandered off one of the cliffs over there,’ she growls. 
‘Fairy Dust! Oh dear,’ Maia says and blushes at me. 
I take Maia’s hands and twirl her around and giggle, still 
under the effect of the fairy dust. 
‘How long until she will no longer be affected by it?’ My 
mother asks Nadia. 
‘Probably another hour,’ she replies. 
‘We should probably return her to Moon Crest Castle 
until it wears off. She is meant to be boarding the ship 
for Emerald 
Island shortly, but Emerald Island will have to wait until 
the effect wears off, Maia says. 
My parents help guide me to the star portal. Maia takes 
my hand, and we step through together. We appear 
behind the 
forge and almost fall over before Maia places my arm 
over her shoulder to help keep me upright. 
‘This way, Nina: Maia frowns. 
We receive plenty of stares in the courtyard from 
bystanders going about their day and from workers in 
their stations as 
they make swords and armour. 



We enter the castle. Magnus and Alec bolt towards us 
in a flash and help grab hold of me. ‘What happened to 
her? Is she 
okay?’ Alec asks, concerned. They stand on either side 
of me, holding an arm each. 
‘Have I ever told either of you how hot you both are?’ I 
say, swaying with a big smile on my face. 
Damon, May, Sir Hugo and the others step into the 
foyer to see what is happening. 
Maia laughs nervously, ‘So, we made a star portal and 
went to Wolfwell. One of the little fairy children thought 
it would 
be funny to put Maia under the effect of fairy dust, she 
explains. 
Sir Hugo bursts into laughter, and Damon tries to hold 
his laugh. Maia glares at them to stop while everyone 
else looks at 
her with confusion. Sir Hugo clears his throat and 
struggles to compose his laugh. He holds his hands 
over his mouth. I 
walk over to the window, which has a plant box with 
flowers. 
‘Hello,’ I say, waving to the flowers. 
Everyone raises an eyebrow and stares silently at me, 
‘How are you today? I am feeling great!’ I say, flinging 
my hands up 
in the air with great enthusiasm. I’ll be sailing on a ship 
today. What will you be doing besides looking pretty 
and 



smelling nice?’ I ask them. 
Sir Hugo bursts back into laughter again and receives 
glares from everyone. Magnus approaches me and 
places a hand 
on my shoulder. 
‘Nina, why are you talking to the flowers?’ He asks. 
‘The little fairy, Quinn, said that flowers like it when you 
talk to them and like to listen,’ I explain. This time 
Damon loses it 
and can’t hold his laughter any longer. 
‘So, who is going to tell her?’ Sir Hugo asks, looking 
between Maia and Damon. 
‘Tell her what?’ Alec asks, annoyed at the situation. 
Sir Hugo approaches me with a grin, ‘Suppose you all 
being so new to Mysteria. There will be a lot you don’t 
know yet. 
So, I’m about to inform you of things you should all 
know for future reference. Never trust a fairy, no matter 
how old or 
young they are. No matter how sweet and kind they 
seem. They are mischievous creatures that like to get 
up to no good. 
They like to play tricks and tell tattle tails, such as 
encouraging you to talk to flowers, so you look like a 
fool to everyone 
when you do. It’s hogwash. I shall tell you how fairy 
dust is made, but I shall instead whisper it in your ear to 
avoid any 



more embarrassment on your behalf.’ He leans towards 
me, and my face pales as the words are whispered in 
my ear. 
With a horrified look on my face, I turn to Magnus, who, 
with super hearing, being a werewolf, has also heard 
the 
whisper. He looks just as mortified as I do. 
“I’m sure you will tell the rest of your crew in diligent 
due time when the embarrassment has worn off how 
it’s made.’ Sir 
Hugo smirks and walks away. Maia cannot make eye 
contact with me, and her cheeks flush even brighter. 
‘How about I carry you upstairs to have a rest, Nina? At 
least until the um.. fairy dust wears off?’ Magnus 
insists. I nod my 
head, keep my eyes downcast and let Magnus carry 
me upstairs to bed. 
I’m relieved when Alec shuts the door behind us. 
‘So, either of you going to tell me what fairy du-‘ 
‘No!’ Magnus and I both shout, 
Maybe another time,’ I say more softly, ‘Like in a long 
time from now,’ I blush. 
Alec stares at us for a moment, then nods his head, 
‘When you are comfortable to discuss it, Nina, my love, 
I will be here 
to listen,’ he says. 
Trelax a little now knowing we can move on to a 
different topic. Most of the effects have begun to 
disappear. I snuggle 



up to myself under the bed’s covers and fall asleep 
while Alec and Magnus sit in the armchairs to watch 
over me. 
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Chapter 140 
Igaze up to see two very handsome faces smiling at me 
as I wake. 
‘Ready to board the ship?’ Magnus says. 
I sit up with a newfound excitement shooting through 
me. 
‘Yes!’ I say with much enthusiasm. I stand up on the 
bed, pull Magnus and Alec in, and hug them. Then, I 
peck them both 
on the cheek, jump off the bed, and sit at the dresser to 
comb my hair and neaten myself up before leaving. 
Maia, Damon and Sir Hugo are already there as we 
approach the dock. Mne load the ship with crates of 
freshly gathered 
fruits and vegetables and mesh bags filled with flour, 
salt and rice. 
‘We have loaded different seeds and seedlings to help 
you live off the Island. Oh, and I’ve had a few trunks of 
dresses, 
tunics and other bits and pieces placed on board for 
you,’ she beams. 
‘Thank you, Queen Maia. Your kindness and hospitality 
had been more than we could ask for,’ I smile. 
May, Kadva and the witches are on board and wave to 
us from the upper deck, and Reaper flies through the 
air and 
perched on the beam of the largest sail. The rest of our 
pack board the ship along with the vampires, I’m 
relieved to see 



no one is afraid of the vampires and treats them the 
same as everyone else. 
Barrels of wine and rum are rolled onboard the ship as 
we hug people goodbye. 
‘Stand by, make sail, the captain hollers. We quickly 
board the ship as the men release the dock lines and 
raise the 
anchor. We stand on the upper deck near the middle 
mast and wave goodbye to everyone waving us off. 
The seamen 
break into song, singing ballads about rum and women 
or sailing the seas. Alec and Magnus take turns 
dancing with me 
along to the songs. My hair falls out from my braid as I 
dance. I laugh with joy and happiness as my hair blows 
strongly in 
the wind. Alec twirls me around and lifts me into the air. 
Kadva and Lilac join us and dance as the others clap 
along and 
tap their feet. Two hours of sailing goes by quickly. 
‘Land Ho! Anchor Aweigh, The captain shouts. 
We all stop dancing and look out from the ship’s edge. 
The Island is vast. Big enough for a few villages and 
fields. Alec 
and Magnus both hold a hand of mine each. They 
gently squeeze my hand and look down at me with 
endearing gazes. 
‘We’re home,’ they both say in unison. 



I squeeze their hands back and smile between them as 
my eyes glisten from tears of joy. 
The crew load the small boats with the trunks and 
crates filled with goods and begin rowing them to 
shore. The captain 
escorts us to a small boat with no items on board. We 
step in, sit wherever we can, and make room for May, 
Kadva and 
others. The crew on board lower our boat down into the 
water with ropes, and two other men begin rowing us to 
More 
boats with our pack members are lowered onto the 
water and rowed to shore. Unable to help ourselves, all 
the witches 
and me give each other look and nod, ‘Skedaddle 
Dash, we all say and immediately blink, ending up on 
the sandy banks 
of the Island. We turn and wave to Magnus, Alec and 
Kadva, who don’t look impressed with us as they are 
still being 
rowed to shore. We chase each other through the 
sandy beach, kicking sand with our feet and rolling 
around, making 
sand angels. We see Alec, Magnus and Kadva are now 
on shore and stand there in line with arms crossed and 
smirks on 
their faces, watching us. Reaper flies around in large 
circles, scoping out the island. 
Alec holds his hand out. I approach and take his hand. 



‘Let’s find somewhere to summon our castle, he hums. 
We spend an hour walking through trees until we find 
an area of 
mostly flat land. On the outskirts to the North is a huge 
cliff with a waterfall. The water flows along a river in a 
curved line 
that leads to a lake. 
‘We could place it in front of the river by the waterfall. 
This way we will always have fresh water available and 
a lake to 
swim in. Alec and Magnus nod in agreement. 
‘This is going to take all my energy to summon. I will 
need to rest afterwards, Alec cautions. Magnus and I 
nod. 
Alec closes his eyes and holds his hands out as dark 
matter begins to sphere in the palm of his hands. The 
ground shakes 
and trembles with ferocity. Magnus grabs hold of me, 
breaking my fall. The ground breaks open, and a dark, 
gothic but 
beautiful castle slowly rises from the ground. 
Four corner towers appear a distance away from the 
castle. They link together with large stone curtain walls, 
creating a 
wall of protection around the castle. The castle is 
complete with sleeping quarters, a great hall, kitchen, 
stables, storage 



cellar, crypt, a library and more. A large pebble stone 
courtyard appears outside the grand stairs of the 
castle. Workshops 
for blacksmithing, candle making, baking, tailoring and 
more appear along the courtyard’s edges. A garden so 
large 
appears with a pond and seats of stone. Statues adorn 
the garden full of roses, violets and tulips. Trees made 
from 
crystals of gemstones in shades of purple, pink and 
green appear. They are just like the trees from Silverfay 
Forest. Green 
hedges form together, making an intricate maze. The 
beautiful garden has dazzled me, and Alec knows it. 
Another large curtained wall forms outside the first set, 
complete with flanking towers and battlements. There is 
a 
drawbridge connected between two watch towers. The 
battlement between the two towers is covered. All 
archways are 
pointed. Gargoyles sit upon walls and the vaulted roofs. 
The large windows are stained glass depicting stories 
of events. 
Whether the images are based on true events or fiction, 
I was unsure, but they are fascinating all the same. The 
detail on 
the flying buttresses adds to the grandness of the 
castle. Although the castle is and has an eeriness to it, 
at the same 



time, it’s hauntingly beautiful. The dark swirls upon 
Alec’s palm dissipate, and he falls backwards, weak 
from using all his 
power. 
Even though I hold his arm, I’m not physically strong 
enough to hold his weight. Suddenly he doesn’t seem 
so heavy. I 
look up to see Magnus has gripped his other arm. ‘Let 
me help bring him inside the castle. Relieved, I smile at 
Magnus 
and nod. Although Magnus and Alec have had a 
physical altercation over me. They have also bonded, 
treating each other 
as brothers and equals. I’m glad they have become 
respectful and mutual toward each other. I’m proud 
they put their 
differences aside back in the human world and worked 
together to save me. They know how much I love them 
and how I 
would die for either of them if it ever came down to it. I 
shake my head at the thought. I’m about to drape 
Alec’s arm 
over my shoulder, but one of the vampires comes forth 
and insists he help. I lead them into the castle and walk 
up many 
stairs. We find a dark chamber with an open coffin. 
‘Inferno Flamo,’ I say, waving my wand at the candles. 
The room is now dimly lit up with small flickering 
flames. The coffin 



is black with carvings and details in silver. 
‘This is where King Alec would rest when needing to 
regain his power,’ The vampire says. 
‘What’s your name?’ I ask him. 
‘Darcy, my Queen,’ he says, bowing his head. 
‘Nina’ Alec says. I gaze up at him and see the sweat 
across his forehead. I gently wipe it away and 
remember he will need 
my blood. 
‘Darcy, is there a chamber with a bed rather than a 
coffin?’ | ask. 
‘Of course, he bows. He helps Magnus to carry him 
down two doors. 
We enter a large chamber with a bed covered in silk 
and lush pillows. 
‘Please, place him on the bed, I tell them. 
We walk past the fireplace and mahogany furnishings 
to the other side of the chamber where the bed is. 
Magnus and 
Darcy place him on the bed. I climb up and sit beside 
him. 
‘Thank you, Darcy. Perhaps you could give Magnus 
and our pack a tour to help settle in?’ 
‘Of course, my Queen,’ he says and bows his head 
again. 
Magnus follows him out, leaving me alone with Alec. 
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